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A criterion for strain balancing of wurtzite group-III nitride-based multilayer heterostructures is
presented. Single and double strain-balanced GaN/AlGaN quantum well structures are considered
with regard to their potential application in optoelectronic devices working at communication
wavelengths. The results for realizable, strain-balanced structures are presented in the form of
design diagrams that give both the intersubband transition energies and the dipole matrix elements
in terms of the structural parameters. The optimal parameters for structures operating at l;1.3 and
1.55 mm were extracted and a basic proposal is given for a three level intersubband laser system
emitting at 1.55m m and depopulating via resonant longitudinal optical ~LO! phonons (\ v LO'90
meV!. © 2003 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1556177#

I. INTRODUCTION

and then we present design diagrams oriented their possible
application in optoelectronics.

In recent years intersubband transitions ~ISBTs! in
AlGaN-based heterostructures have emerged as a promising
route for access to the near-infrared spectral range, while
also showing ultrafast carrier dynamics. A few groups have
reported intersubband absorption for wavelengths around 1.3
and 1.55 mm,1–7 that are important for optoelectronic telecommunications, as well as ultrashort relaxation times t rel
;fs in quantum well structures and superlattices.8 –10 These
experimental successes suggest possible application in quantum well infrared photodetectors ~QWIPs!, optical switches
or even intersubband lasers. Improvements in the molecular
beam epitaxy growth technique that allow control of layer
widths of the order of a few monolayers make feasible the
design and growth of complex structures. However, growth
of uniform, dislocation-free multilayer, optically thick stacks
is still a considerable challenge.11,12 To achieve pseudomorphic growth, there is the requirement of strain balance upon
the whole structure. Although multilayer structures generally
show much better stability against relaxation than do homogeneous strained layers, one should still aim at achieving full
strain balance when designing such a structure in order to
have reliable, reproducible growth.
Several approaches to the design of strain-balanced
structures have been considered,13 but they were usually restricted to two-layer structures ~e.g., single quantum wells!
based upon semiconductor materials with cubic symmetry. In
this article we extend the ‘‘zero-strain’’ approach13 to
multilayer structures based upon wurtzite ~e.g., GaN/AlN!
semiconductors grown in the conventional @0001# direction,

II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The zero-strain condition13 is the only theoretical approach that accounts for different elastic constants of layers,
in contrast to the more common average lattice or thickness
weighted methods.14 It is based on minimizing the average
elastic energy for the whole multilayer structure, i.e.,
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where l k is the width and f k strain energy density of the kth
layer.
Within the framework of classical elastic theory15 the
elastic energy density of the kth layer is
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where c (k)
i j is the elastic tensor element and e i, j the strain
tensor element for a hexagonal crystallographic system in
matrix notation15 of the kth layer.
Since we consider a wurtzite based multilayer system
grown along the @0001# axis, the corresponding stress tensor
element ( s 3 ) should equal zero. By using formulas given in
Refs. 15 and 16 the biaxial strain tensor has only diagonal
elements and is given by
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where e 1 5(a2a 0 )/a 0 is the in-plane strain, a is the buffer
in-plane lattice constant ~along the wurtzite a axis! and a 0 is
the lattice constant of a layer in strain-free conditions. From
Eqs. ~2! and ~3! it follows that the strain energy density in a
layer is
2
f k 5A k • @ e (k)
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~4!
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written as
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Equation ~1! may then be
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The pseudomorphic condition relates the strain in adjacent
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layers ( e (k)
) and is given as
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and the average in-plane stress that follows is
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The zero-stress ~or strain-balance! condition means that the
(1)
in-plane stress is zero, and using ] e (k)
1 / ] e 1 5a 1 /a k (k
52,3, . . . ,) Eq. ~7! then gives
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which delivers the buffer lattice constant necessary for the
strain-balanced multilayer structure as
a 05
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FIG. 1. Conduction band profile and wave function moduli of single and
coupled double GaN/AlGaN QWs, and the notation of structural parameters.

with respect to transition energies between u 1 & and u 2 & , and
u 2 & and u 3 & , with a view towards their potential application
in three-level intersubband lasers.18
In the calculations we have employed the effective mass
model and solved the envelope function Schrödinger equation with bulk nonparabolicity included via the energy dependent effective mass ~two band Kane model!.19 Nonlinear
piezoelectric and spontaneous polarizations were also
included20 and the fields induced were calculated from the
simple expression21 ~all constraints of that approach are satisfied here22!
F j5

« j ( k l k /« k

,

~10!

i
1 P ipz is the total polarization given as a sum
where P i 5 P sp
of piezoelectric and spontaneous ~pyroelectric! polarization
within a layer of width l i . In calculating the alloy band gap
we have included the effect of bowing.23
The Schrödinger equation used within this model is

~9!

and, therefore, in case of GaN/AlGaN structures, the Al content in the buffer follows straightforwardly.
If a multilayer structure has periodicity, the above expression should be understood to apply to n layers that constitute a single period, and the whole structure will then
clearly be strain balanced.
The strain level in individual layers directly influences
the conduction band profile, due to the large straindependent, piezoelectric polarization induced electric field.17
This means that strain-balanced device design and optimization are more complicated than would be the case with no
polarization. This is because any single structural parameter
cannot be varied independently ~in order to change the subband structure!, so the strain-balance condition has to be met
as well. In the remaining part of this article, we present suitable design diagrams for strain-balanced single and double
GaN/AlGaN QW structures; see Fig. 1. Single QW structures
were explored with respect to the ISBT energies and dipole
matrix elements corresponding to the 1→2 transition with a
view towards their possible application in devices like
QWIPs or saturable switches. Double QWs were explored
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where the position- and energy-dependent effective mass is
m(z,E)5m(z) $ 11 @ E2U(z) # /E g (z) % , where m(z), E g (z)
and U(z) denote, respectively, the parabolic effective mass,
band gap and conduction band edge ~which includes the
band edge discontinuities and the polarization-induced potential!. All three vary along coordinate z because of modulation of the material composition. This equation may be
solved by a standard shooting method, starting with a wellbehaved wave function on one side and scanning for energies
where it is well behaved on the other side. However, this
method loses stability for wider structures, typically with
those five wells or so. We have therefore employed a finitedifference method, in which Eq. ~11! is written in discretized
form, in N z points along the z axis like, e.g., in Ref. 24, and
reduces to a matrix eigenvalue problem, where the Hamiltonian matrix is tridiagonal. However, the energy E appears
not only in the main diagonal, but in all the terms ~via the
effective mass!, which leads to a nonlinear eigenvalue problem,
@ H ~ E !# c 5E c ,

~12!
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which cannot be solved by conventional diagonalization routines that handle linear eigenvalue problems @ H # c 5E c
~which would be the case if the Hamiltonian, i.e., the effective mass in it, is not energy dependent!. In the field of electronic structure calculations nonlinear eigenvalue problems
also appear, e.g., in augmented plane wave methods, but the
matrix there is not tridiagonal, and the computational demands are considerably larger than for linear eigenproblems,
so sophisticated methods have been devised to speed up the
process.25 Here, however, we take advantage of the tridiagonal form of the finite-difference representation Eq. ~11! for
fast solving of Eq. ~12!. We first scan for energies E i where
det~@ H ~ E i !# 2E i @ I # ! 50

~13!

is satisfied @the E i are obviously the eigenvalues of Eq. ~12!
and @I# is the N z 3N z unity matrix#. Calculation of the determinant of the tridiagonal matrix26 is fast and scales linearly
with its size N z ~just as does the shooting method!, hence it is
easy to achieve high precision. In this particular problem it
suffices to find just the sign, not the full value of the determinant, and supply it to the bisection routine, a feature which
almost cuts into half the computational time. Normally, one
is interested in only a few lowest, rather than all, N z eigenvalues of Eq. ~12!.
To find the eigenvectors, i.e., the wave functions, Eq.
~12! can be written, for any particular E i in the form of a
fictitious linear eigenproblem,
~@ H ~ E i !# 2E i @ I # ! c i 5l c i .

~14!

One of the N z eigenvalues l will be ~almost, because of
roundoff errors! equal to zero, and the eigenvector corresponding to it is actually the eigenvector of Eq. ~12! corresponding to eigenenergy E i @other eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Eq. ~14! are physically meaningless#. For this task we
use standard diagonalization routines ~EISPACK! that allow
evaluation of a single, selected eigenvector—that with the
already known, zero eigenvalue. Alternatively, upon finding
eigenvalues E i , one may also calculate eigenvectors by solving the tridiagonal system of linear equations corresponding
to Eq. ~12! using appropriate fast routines,26 but this approach was found to offer somewhat less stability.
The method was found to be about as equally fast and
accurate as the shooting method ~in cases where both work
well!, while retaining full stability where the shooting
method fails.
The calculated results were used to make contour plots,
from which the sets of structural parameters that deliver the
transition energy or matrix element of interest may be easily
read, thus allowing some optimal choice to be made.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows contour plots of both the ISBT energies
and dipole matrix elements squared, corresponding to the 1
→2 transition in a single QW structure as functions of the
relevant structural parameters @for the notation see Fig. 1~a!#,
i.e., the well width (l w ) and the Al content in the barrier
layer (x b 'U b /DE c , where DE c is the conduction band off-

FIG. 2. Contour plot of the transition energies ~solid line! and dipole matrix
element squared ~dashed line! between levels u 1 & and u 2 & in single AlGaN/
GaN QWs obtained for a range of structural parameters.

set set to 2 eV!.27,28 A fixed value of the barrier width was
chosen as l b 560 Å since it does not influence the results
much.
In order to give specific examples, we consider the cases
of 1.3 (;950 meV! and 1.55m m (;800 meV! transitions,
which are important in applications. The structural parameters that deliver the 1.55m m intersubband absorption can be
read from the solid line labeled 800.0 ~in units of meV! in
Fig. 2. Any choice along this line gives the same wavelength,
but the dipole matrix element d 12 varies. There are two sets
giving, e.g., d 212516 Å 2 ; these are at the intersections of the
dashed line labeled 16 with the 800.0 solid line. Usually one
aims to have the largest possible d 12 , and these ~optimal!
structural parameters occur where a dashed line just touches
the 800.0 solid line: in this case it is the dashed line labeled
2
520 Å 2 and it is obtained
20, i.e., the maximal value of d 12
with l w 518 Å and x b 50.8 ~this point is marked by a circle
and an arrow in Fig. 2!. Similarly, one can see from Fig. 2
that the absorption at 1.3m m can be achieved only in a rather
narrow range of parameters: l w <17Å and x b .0.85, and the
2
516 Å 2 is obtained for l w 517
largest possible value of d 12
Å and x b 50.94 ~also marked in Fig. 2!. Along with the optimal parameters, Fig. 2 shows the range of parameters that
can provide any ~suboptimal! structure for a given wavelength, and also indicates where the sensitivity to a parameter becomes only marginal. These may be important when
the optimal design cannot be fabricated, for whatever reason.
The contour plots shown in Figs. 3 and 4 show ISBT
energies corresponding to the 1→2 and 2→3 transitions in
double QW structures as a function of their structural parameters @for the notation see Fig. 1~b!#, i.e., the first well (l w1 )
and middle barrier width (l b ), for two fixed values of the
second well width (l w2 56 and 8 Å!. In this calculation the
outer barriers were chosen to be of AlN, in order to accommodate the three states, and their widths were also set to 60
Å. An interesting case, in view of the possible application of
double QW systems as active regions of intersubband lasers,
occurs when the energy of the 1→2 transition is close to the
longitudinal optical ~LO! phonon energy (\ v LO'90 meV in
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IV. CONCLUSION

A strain-balance condition for wurtzite GaN-based
multilayer structures was been derived and useful, ‘‘designfriendly’’ contour plots for single and double QW structures
complying with the strain-balance requirement are given.
From these plots optimal parameters were extracted for ISBT
absorption-based devices, as well as for a candidate structure
for a three level intersubband laser.
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FIG. 3. Contour plot of transition energies between u 1 & and u 2 & ~dashed
line! and u 2 & and u 3 & ~solid line! states in double AlN/GaN QWs obtained
for a range of structural parameters. The second well width is set to l w2
56 Å.

GaN!. This provides ultrafast depopulation of the second
subband and the possibility of population inversion between
levels u 3 & and u 2 & . An interesting choice is if the spacing
between the second and third subband is set to a wavelength
of 1.55m m, which is important in fiber-based communications. For l w2 56 Å this situation appears for the first well
width of l w1 519 Å and the middle barrier width of 17 Å. A
wider second well (l w2 58 Å! requires a much wider first
well, l w1 529 Å, while the middle barrier width is l b 516 Å.
That is a direct consequence of the presence of polarization
induced fields in the layers and the therefore inherent tilt of
the structure.
For any set of parameters from these diagrams, the
strain-balance requirement can be straightforwardly determined from Eq. ~9!.

FIG. 4. Same as in Fig. 3, but for l w2 58 Å.
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